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Enhancements in RM Bridge CONNECT Edition V11 Update 4: 
 
RM Bridge CONNECT Edition V11 Update 4 contains the following enhancements and 
error corrections:  
1. Enhanced Interoperability with OpenBridge Modeler (OBM) 
2. FEM enhancements for Composite Cross-sections (Phase I) 
3. New Graphical Engine in RM Modeler 
4. New Licensing Tool 
5. Apply rotation matrix in hydrodynamic element calculation 
6. Database expanded to store bigger variable table input 



7. Enhancements in Superposition Load Case Tracking Action  
8. Enhancements in asymmetric cross-sections    
9. Enhancements in Balance Cantilever Tool 
10. Enhancements in New Cantilever Wizard 
11. Prestressing Tendon in Modeler 
12. Enhancements in GUI  
13. Error Corrections  

 
Note: RM Bridge View automatically will be installed with RM Bridge, RM Bridge 
Advanced, and RM Bridge Enterprise on your machine. Prior to installing the latest 
version, please uninstall any pre-existing RM Bridge View. 
If you get an installation error message 1603 or 2738, please follow these steps: 

1.Click on the Start menu, choose Run, type cmd and click OK 
2.For 32-bit OS 
o To unregister the VBScript engine, run this command: reg delete 

"HKCU\SOFTWARE\Classes\CLSID\{B54F3741-5B07-11CF-A4B0-
00AA004A55E8}" /f  

o To unregister the JScript engine, run this command: reg delete 
"HKCU\SOFTWARE\Classes\CLSID\{F414C260-6AC0-11CF-B6D1-
00AA00BBBB58}" /f  

3. 64-bit OS  
o To unregister the VBScript engine, run this command: reg delete 

"HKCU\SOFTWARE\Classes\Wow6432Node\CLSID\{B54F3741-5B07-11CF-
A4B0-00AA004A55E8}" /f  

o To unregister the JScript engine, run this command: reg delete 
"HKCU\SOFTWARE\Classes\Wow6432Node\CLSID\{F414C260-6AC0-
11CF-B6D1-00AA00BBBB58}" /f  

4.Retry installation 
 
 

1. Enhanced Interoperability with OpenBridge Modeler (OBM) 
The following options have been added:  

1.1 New option to read/match materials sent from OBM to RM database 
1.2 New option to transfer simplified substructure (abutment and piles) from OBM to RM 
1.3 Automatic stress points added to the cross-sections transferred from OBM to RM 
1.4 Transfer tendons force and elongation from RM to OBM  

  



 
2. FEM Enhancements for Composite Cross-sections (Phase I) 

FEM capabilities in composite cross-sections are enhanced. Results for full composite 
FEM and composite hybrid FEM models are now available.  

 
FEM Enhancements for Composite Cross-sections (1st Phase) 

 



The approach applied is a combination of the traditional beam analysis with the possibility 
of considering cross-section deformation, by using Finite Element techniques and 
formulation. 

In the post-processing, the program offers the possibility of using an integral approach 
besides considering the stress field and local effects. The stresses are integrated over 
the cross-sections and later can be used in the design code checks as a standard form.  

The equivalent beam model results may now be obtained for FEM composite models.  

 
Area Integral Results in Hybrid and full FEM Composite and equivalent results in a Beam Model. 

 

Note: The following loads are validated in the phase I of FEM enhancements for 
composite cross-sections:  

• Concentrated loads:  F, FEXZ, FSG, FSL 
• Live loads: Infl, LiveL 
• All Uniform Loads: G, G0, QG, etc. 
• Tendon stressing 
• Temperature loading: linear and non-linear 

Note: Results for other load types including creep and shrinkage results in finite element 
composite models will be available in the next release. Creep and shrinkage results on 
non-composite finite element models works correctly.   
 

 

3. New Graphical Engine in RM Modeler 



Graphical engine in RM Bridge Modeler for 3D view and assemblies have been upgraded 
for enhanced viewing of structural elements, zoom, rotate etc. The new graphical engine 
is much faster in rendering big models. 

Note: In Modeler > 3D View , User can also introduce some transparency in the 
bridge model for quickly detecting the existence of modeling errors and other 
interferences, as well as verify their correctness.  

 
RM Modeler – QuickVision  

 
4. New Licensing Tool 

This product version utilizes CONNECT Licensing, which is not supported by SELECT 
activation key(s).  
CONNECT Licensing features new behavior to enhance your organization’s user 
administration and security with mandatory user sign-in via CONNECTION Client to 
access the application.  
With CONNECT Licensing, product activation is managed by user sign in through the 
CONNECT Client, which is installed on each machine that uses Bentley Application. This 
offers a more secure and manageable system as it offers usage alerts, notifying 
companies users when they are about to reach a certain usage limit set by administrator. 
 
If you are already signed in to the CONNECTION Client, you have met this prerequisite. 
If you have not, please refer to the Administrator's Resource Center and/or contact your 
administrator for assistance in the registration and sign-in process.  
Note: You may need to contact your system administrator if your organization uses a 
proxy server to connect to the Internet. Click the Proxy button in the Product Activation 
Wizard to display a dialog for entering these connection settings. 
 



 
New Licensing Tool  

 
5. Apply Rotation Matrix to Hydrodynamic Element Calculation 

The hydrodynamic spring elements only worked in the global direction until now. In this 
release, they are enhanced to consider the local direction of the spring element via 
transformation.   
 
 

6. RM Database expanded to store bigger variable table input 
Some big projects required to store more than 2 GBytes of variable tables. This 
limit has now been removed from the program. The program will generate 
additional db files (db-in-02-x) when the 2 GBytes limit is reached in blocks.  
 
 

7. Enhancements in Superposition Load Case Tracking Action 
A new action "TrackSup" for tracking a certain superposition file with possibility of 
selecting RM-Set is now available.  
This action generates one list/excel output file with all various and original sources of load 
cases and/or superposition files that contribute to the final tracking result component as 
well as summation load cases results generated in the load management table.  
User now have possibility of running this action during the different construction stages 
and when summation load cases are not yet completed and/or finalized.  
The output file for this action contains the final result along with the factorized results for 
each original load case and/or superposition file. The corresponding load factors used in 
each load case and/or superposition file are also presented.  



A schedule can have as many "TrackSup" actions as desired and they can be positioned 
inside a schedule action at any stage.  

 
TrackSup Action by RM Set input.  

  



 
8. Enhancements in Asymmetric Cross-sections 

New enhancement for asymmetric cross-sections have been added to the program. To 
correctly calculate the stresses for cross-sections with inclined principal axis, the program 
requires the rotation of the local element axis to the direction of principal axis, as referred 
in User’s Manual 5.4.8 Translating and Rotating Cross-Sections. Users have new options 
to define loads using the initial reference axis system (YL’, ZL’) (before cross-section 
rotation occur). Users can easily follow the new process as explained below: 

• Users will get the following warning for asymmetric cross-sections after the bridge 
model has been checked in Analyzer and in case of Asymmetrical cross-sections. 
Users need to rotate the cross-section before performing the structural analysis.   

 
Warning in case of Asymmetrical cross-sections 

• The cross-section rotation should be done by the User in Analyzer > Properties > 
Cross-sections > Catalogue as it shown below. By rotating the cross-section to 
match local axis with the principal axis, the correct cross-section mechanical 
properties will be used in the stiffness matrix calculation and correct results will be 
calculated.   

 

 
CS rotation  



• In the element table, two possibilities are now available: 1) initialize the element-
β-angle in the current new CS β-angle or 2) update the existing element-β-angle 
by adding the new CS β-angle value to the existing element-β-angle.  

Users have option to apply loads in the initial reference axis system (YL’, ZL’) (before 
cross-section rotation occur) for the load types: FSL, FSLY, FSLZ, QEXL, QEYL, QEZL, 
QTZL, QZZL and QYYL.  

  

  

Asymmetrical cross-sections – Loads applied in local axis (YL,ZL) and reference axis (YL’,ZL’) 

Note: this feature will be extended to the live loads in the next release.  
 

9. Enhancements in Balance Cantilever Tool 
A new option for importing schedules created for segmental bridges in OBM is now 
available.  

 
 

 
10. Enhancements in New Cantilever Wizard 

New options for copy/paste and exporting the data in New Cantilever Wizard to excel are 
now available. New cantilever Wizard for creating tendons in balance cantilever have 
been added in the previous release. This option can be found under ExtrasPre-
processors Cantilever Cantilever Wizard (New).  The new tool offers graphical view 



of bridge and tendon points in cross-section with the possibility for selection tendon from 
catalog. All segments in structure and tendon points in cross-section are listed in the first 
row and first column of table, respectively. Piers are also presented in this table to help 
users with creating tendons. User can easily Copy different tendons and paste with mirror 
possibility in the table. 
 
Note: By right click on selected cell, new copy/paste options will be available.  
Created tendons can be displayed graphically in the top left window.  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Prestressing Tendons in Modeler 
A new option for creating Prestressing tendons in Modeler have been added in previous 
release. User can define tendons based on bridge geometry and using station points. The 
new feature is available by double clicking on “Tendons” tree item inside Modeler. 

 
 

 
 



User can now see all the pre-stressing tendons already defined in the upper view window 
in grey color and in highlighted blue the tendon that is being edited.   

 
User can also simultaneously see the graphical view of force distributions resulting from 
the individual stressing actions after the tendon load have been added. User can store 
the diagram in a drawing or by creating a plot-file. 

 



 

Tendon stressing diagram in Modeler 

 

12. Enhancements in GUI 
Several GUI enhancements have been implemented to improve the user experience. 
They include: 

12.1 Insert irregular segment points in Modeler 
New option for adding irregular segments has been added. 



 
 

12.2 Tendon stressing Marks 
Tendon stressing marks have been enhanced and user can easily see tendon stressed 
from which side. 



 
 
12.3 Improve View Options in Modeler 

View options have been improved in Modeler as it shown below: 
 

 
 
 
 



13. Error Corrections 
The following errors have been corrected: 

• The issue with results for load case TNLIN has been fixed. 
• When defining a tendon in Modeler, the last Point station wasn’t considered equal to 

the last section of the correspondent previous element. This issue has been fixed. 
• Distributed loads for NC loading in South African code have been replaced with 

equivalent point loads and the results of influence line with NC loading has been 
corrected.  

• The issue with higher inaccurate results for Wind in Frequency Domain at lower wind 
velocities has been fixed. 

• The issue with importing tcl file for the tendons created in Modeler has been fixed. 
• The issue with importing CQCX superposition method in the wind profile definition by 

TCL file has been fixed. 
• Recalculation produced errors when wind direction had negative values in dd_deck 

load set definition. This issue has been fixed. 
• The program did not use masses defined in ELMASE in the damping matrix during 

the dynamic analysis. This may have resulted in incorrect displacement and force 
calculation when these masses were used in the analysis. Another issue related to 
this was the incorrect calculation of rotational inertia when mass had an eccentricity. 
This also may have impacted dynamic analysis results. These issues have been fixed. 
 

 
Product Interoperability 
• OpenBridge Modeler 
• MicroStation, GEOPAK, InRoads, MXROAD  
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